The goal of the assignment is
- to assess/review our current activities related to reliability engineering/testing in product development projects.
- in view of latest developments in reliability engineering/testing theory come up with proposals to further enhance our current practice.
- reduce time needed for life/reliability testing (by for example making use of current available life test data and field data).

In return, we offer you
An exciting internship period as a full team member of the diverse & international Coffee R&D team in Drachten (the Netherlands). We offer a salary and also housing allowance.

Why should you join Domestic Appliances?
Philips’ Domestic Appliances business is a global leader with EUR 2.3 billion in sales in 2019 in kitchen appliances, coffee, garment care and home care appliances, with successful products such as the Airfryer, Perfect Care Steam Generators, Automatic Coffee Machines with LatteGo, Senseo Coffee machines and SpeedPro Max Aqua vacuum cleaner, and many more that are used by millions of people every day across the world.

Coffee, part of Domestic Appliances, creates innovative and superior coffee machines that are designed to bring a great coffee experience at home and enable delicious coffee to be easily made. Philips Coffee strives to enable a great coffee experience every day for more than 250 million people, thanks to its appliances, endorsing alliances and consumer centric innovative leadership

Starting date: asap

Duration: 3 - 6 months